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THANK YOU
The Australian Gliding Musuem has been
advised that its major sponsor, Aviaquip Pty
Ltd, has ceased as distributor for a number of
product lines including Poly Fiber, Ceconite &
Randolph aircraft fabrics and paints. We
thank Aviaquip for its valuable support for the
Museum from its inception in 1999 and wish
its director Russell Darbyshire all the very
best in his future endeavours.

Secretary: Graeme Barton
Treasurer: Bob Hickman
Committee Members: Trevor Odering,
Bob Wyatt, Ian Cowie

Other Museum Roles
Historical Consultant: Geoff Hearn
Archive Management: Bernard Duckworth
Newsletter: Bernard Duckworth
Workshop Supervision: Trevor Odering
Publicity: Ian Cowie
Website: Marcia Cavanagh

Museum Contact Details
Address: C/o Graeme Barton, P.O. Box 2536,
Mount Waverley, 3149
Website: www.australianglidingmuseum.org.au
Email Addresses:
sPresident – daveandjenne@gmail.com;
Secretary – gfbarton@bigpond.com
Newsletter- bernard_duckworth@hotmail.com
Telephone: David Goldsmith – 03 5428 3358;
Graeme Barton – 03 9802 1098
Bernard Duckworth (Newsletter) – 03 9391 4611
Membership Subscription: $20 p.a.

Coming Events
2016 Annual Meeting
The Australian Gliding Museum’s Annual
General Meeting and Open Day will be held on
Sunday 30 October 2016 from 11.00 am at the
Bruce Brockhoff Annexe, Bacchus Marsh
airfield (access from Jensz Road).
Wood Repair and Fabric Courses
A minor wood repair course is to be held from
Sunday November 6 to Tuesday November 8,
2016. Bob Wyatt is the co-ordinator (03 9742
6828).
A fabric course is to be held from Wednesday
November 9 to Saturday November 12, 2016.
The co-ordinator is Jim Barton (03 9309 4412).

Newsletter
The Australian Gliding Museum Newsletter is
published several times a year as a service to members
and supporters of the Museum.
Content is determined by the Editor in collaboration
with the Committee.
The Museum is not responsible for statements of fact
or opinion expressed in contributions.
Contributions are welcome. However, contributions
may be edited, abridged or rejected by the Museum.
|Page
Newsletter Editor Contact: phone, 03 293914611;
email, bernard_duckworth@hotmail.com
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Welcome
Winter is upon us and Bacchus Marsh is a different place.
The environs are green and wet and it has often been
cold, as one would expect of this time of year. But it is
actually really nice to look out to the surrounding hills,
particularly when the sun breaks through.
Regardless of the weather, our team of volunteers have
been beavering away enthusiastically at their projects in
the Darbyshire workshop and the Brockhoff hangar.
When we have gathered at meal breaks on Tuesdays (our
main work day) there is often 15 to 20 of us around the
table enjoying the social side of Museum activities.
Since our last newsletter the Committee have convened
on two occasions – 4 May and 15 June. The Committee’s
action items give priority to finishing the ES59 Arrow
restoration and the equipping of the paint shop. The next
Committee meeting is scheduled for 10 August 2016.

BACK COVER
Museum Poster displayed
at “Gliders at the Cottage”
Exhibition, April-May 2016

Bernard Duckworth
July 2016
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Gliders at the Cottage
Blacksmith’s Cottage and Forge, Bacchus
Marsh, 2016: photo – Bernard Duckworth

As advertised in the last newsletter, our display
team, including Dave and Jenne Goldsmith, Gary
and Robyn Sunderland, George Buzuleac and
Bernie Duckworth, installed the Australian Gliding
Museum “Gliders at the Cottage” exhibition at the
Blacksmith’s Cottage and Forge Bookbarn in
Bacchus Marsh on the 12 April 2016 in readiness
for the National Trust Heritage Day activities on
Sunday 17 April 2016. We were assisted greatly by
Margaret Simpson, Heather Robson and other
helpers at the Blacksmith’s Cottage and Forge
museum.
The exhibition consisted of a series of 10 posters
designed to show in pictorial form the evolution of
gliders from Lilienthal’s hang gliders through to
the modern era of fiberglass craft. Two additional
posters related some early aviation history of the
region and featured Gliding Museum activities.
These materials were supplemented by a number
of fine model gliders including a Grunau Baby 2
with translucent covering built by the Frank Smith,
the “Merlin” in authentic Gliding Club of Victoria
colours from Leo Schmaucher, George Buzuleac’s
large scale radio controlled Grunau 4, Kookaburra
ES52 and Boomerang ES60, and the one quarter
scale Lasco “Lark” (left uncovered to show the
construction detail) built by Bernie Duckworth.
The exhibition fitted really nicely into the rear of
the Bookbarn building which is an excellent display

space with plenty of natural and artificial light.
The Blacksmith’s Cottage and Forge added a range
of aviation books which were available for people
attending the exhibition to peruse and purchase.
Many of these books (some rare editions) had
been donated by the estate of Doug Vanstan.
On Sunday 17th April (the Heritage day), Dave and
Jenne brought along their Hutter 17 which was
rigged and exhibited in the back yard of the
Cottage. Jenne spent most of the day talking to
visitors about her glider and giving younger folk a
feel of the glider by letting them sit in the cockpit
and do an imaginary flight. In the Bookbarn the
AGM exhibition visitors were assisted at various
times by Graeme and Jim Barton, Alan Bradshaw,
Bob Wyatt, Trevor Odering and Bernie Duckworth.
A DVD of the 2004 Vintage Glider Rally in Poland
was played on the Bookbarn television as well as
some Australian gliding video material.
The number of visitors was not huge but many
showed a real interest and paused to chat about
gliding with our museum representatives. Many
of the visitors went through both the Gliding
Exhibition and the permanent Cottage display of
local history and artifacts.
The Gliders at the Cottage exhibition (minus the
Goldsmith’s Hutter 17) remained in place until 29
May 2016. The posters are now on display at the
Brockhoff hangar.

Display area at Blacksmith’s Cottage and Forge,
Bacchus Marsh, 2016: photo – Bernard Duckworth
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‘Junior Gliding School’ with Jenne Goldsmith and
friends, April 2016: photo – Dave Goldsmith

Views of the models exhibited at ‘Gliders at the Cottage’, including Grunau 4 (George Buzuleac) (centre),
Grunau Baby (Frank Smith), The Merlin (Leo Schmaucher), Lasco Lark (Bernard Duckworth), and
Kookaburra and Boomerang (George Buzuleac); photos – Bernard Duckworth
3|Page
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The ES49 – a two seat ‘Grunau’ sailplane
By Bernard Duckworth
At the end of the 1939-45 war in Europe the
Schneider family left Grunau in Eastern Europe
where Edmund Schneider had an established
glider manufacturing business based largely on the
famous Grunau Baby sailplane and found their
way south to Stuttgart and Lake Constance. There
Edmund Schneider designed several sailplanes,
including a tandem two seat version of the Grunau
Baby (designated the ES49), in anticipation of a
lifting of the prohibition on flying any form of
aircraft in Germany that was imposed by
authorities in the immediate postwar period. By
the time that the ban was lifted in 1951 the
Schneiders had moved to Australia and the
building of the ES49 was undertaken in Germany
by Alexander Schleicher under licence.

Perspex canopies over both seating positions. The
production version (ES49 V3) had the longer
fuselage and canopies similar to those fitted to the
second prototype.

ES49 V2 with metal framed canopy: source
– Martin Simons Collection

A plan showing the general arrangement of the ES 49
as originally conceived by Edmund Schneider in May
1949 with a short fuselage and open cockpit: source
– Australian Gliding Museum Collection.

The prototype ES49 (ES49 V1) was initially finished
with an open cockpit consisting of a removable
cover with curved visors protecting the faces of
the pilots. It was first flown in August 1951. The
cockpit was later modified by adding a Perspex
canopy for the forward position. The second
prototype (ES49 V2) was given metal framed

A plan of the production version of the ES49 with
longer fuselage and glazed canopy: source – Selinger.
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A list of the German ES49s appears below:
Table 1 – Schleicher Built ES49 [Table adapted
from Selinger]
Production
Number

Type

Delivery Date

Registration

02/51

ES49 V1

30
August
1951

D-4003

06/51

ES49 V2

22
November
1951

D-4302

08/52

ES49 V3

11
March
1952

11/52

ES49 V3

14 July 1952

D-5017

13/52

ES49 V3

13
September
1952

D-1064

15/52

ES49 V3

9
October
1952

D-5069

17/52

ES49 V3

November
1952

29/53

ES49 V3

9 July 1953

of German ES49s may be found in the sources
listed at the end of this article.

Oldtimer Segelflug Club’s ES49 D-5069 was
extensively rebuilt to bring it up to this high standard:
source – Martin Simons Collection.

D-5305?

Despite the good flying characteristics of the
ES49s, in 1953 Alexander Schleicher decided to
drop production of the type and instead
manufacture Rudolph Kaiser designs with fabric
covered metal tube framed fuselages which were
regarded as better suited to the demands of club
use. The Schleicher built ES49s have now
disappeared with the exception of the ES49 V3 (No
15/52) that was registered as D-5069. This glider,
which had logged a modest 800 hours, was
acquired by members of the Oldtimer SegelflugClub Wasserkuppe in 1982 and extensively rebuilt.
It is understood that the glider is currently on
display at the German Gliding Museum at the
Wasserkuppe. There is a photograph available on
the internet of ES49 V3 (No 17/52) that was
acquired by the Belgian Club Militaire de Vol a
Voile showing it with a broken fuselage after a
heavy landing in July 1959. The glider survived this
accident and was ultimately destroyed at Spa in
August 1962. In addition, some excellent photos

A sad looking ES49 V3 17/52 in 1959:
source – www.Belgian-Wings.be

Australian ES49s
When Edmund Schneider and his sons had reestablished themselves in the sailplane
manufacturing business in Australia in 1952
(incorporated as Edmund Schneider Ltd) the ES49
was initially overlooked in favour of other two seat
offerings. In this regard they built a bespoke high
performance two seater (the ES49B “Kangaroo”)
for their sponsor John Wotherspoon and a simple
basic two seat trainer (the ES50 “Club”) to cater for
a more affordable product priced at £850 for clubs
with limited resources.
Within a short time, the Kangaroo passed to
private owners at Broggabri New South Wales and
5|Page
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the construction by Edmund Schneider Ltd of
another Kangaroo was ordered by Wotherspoon.
The ES50 was bought by the Renmark Gliding Club
in South Australia. However, neither of these
designs attracted further interest in terms of
orders; the ES49B probably because it was
expensive at £1550 and the ES50 on account of its
lack of performance and refinements. Edmund
Schneider Ltd, in seeking to exploit the demand for
a good two seat training glider, advertised the
ES49 at the price of £1250 but that was also
apparently too expensive for gliding clubs as no
orders were received.
The first Australian ES49 Wallaby – VH-GDK: built by
the Adelaide Soaring Club with assistance of Edmund
Schneider Ltd: source – Allan Ash Collection

The ES50 – a basic trainer that was not what
was needed by Australian gliding in the
1950s: source – Martin Simons Collection

Edmund Schneider Ltd responded with a new
design for a club two seat with the ES52
(“Kookaburra”) which turned out a success priced
at a little under £1000 after its introduction in mid1954. Also, in second half of 1953 prior to the
launch of the new design, Edmund Schneider Ltd
agreed to make plans and technical support
available for construction of the ES49 by the
Adelaide Soaring Club who were seeking a
replacement of its ageing Munn Falcon. The glider
was completed in the latter part of 1955 by which
time the construction by the Adelaide Club of a
second ES49 had commenced (finished 1958). The
third Australian ES49 was built from plans by the
Cooma Gliding Group commencing in 1958 and
finished in 1961. All three gliders are still in
existence – two of the three are currently under
restoration.

The decisions of these clubs to choose the ES49
occurred under different circumstances. In 1953
when the Adelaide club committed itself to the
first ES49, the ES52 was yet to appear, and the
alternative for the club decision makers may have
been to choose a Slingsby T31 Tandem Tutor for
which plans and kits were available from the UK
from 1951. If that was so, it is easy to understand
why the ES49 was chosen as it was a more modern
looking design with significantly better
performance than the Slingsby T31 and provided
more comfort for pilots with a fully enclosed
cockpit. The success of the first ES49 project, with
Schneider’s help, no doubt influenced the decision
by Adelaide to commence building the second
ES49 in 1955 rather than buying a new ES52 which
by then had come on the market. The decision in
1958 by the Cooma group to build the ES49 from
plans appears to reflect the desire by Eric Hader, a
prime mover of this newly formed group of gliding
enthusiasts working in the Snowy mountains, to
get established by building a good and simple two
seater sailplane. The ES49 was chosen ahead of
the Scheibe Specht design from Rudolph Kaiser
having regard to the fact that the ES49 had type
approval in Australia and the Scheibe Specht did
not.
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It may be of interest to note that the ES49
potentially had a better performance than many
contemporary two seat club sailplanes with a best
glide ratio of around 24:1. The fact that only three
were built in Australia is perhaps explained by the
arrival of the ES52 Kookaburra in 1954 before
Adelaide had finished their first ES49. The
Kookaburra’s gliding performance was inferior to
the ES49 but some key advantages of the ES52
design for clubs were the staggered side by side
seating arrangement making for better
communication between instructor and trainee
and the smaller size of the glider overall which
required less hangar space. Most clubs saw the
Kookaburra as a good practical solution to their
need for a club trainer, and not having the
capability or the inclination to build their own
aircraft, were content to buy a Kookaburra “off the
shelf” from Edmund Schneider Ltd.
In the table below data has been included for the
ES49B Kangaroo. It indicates that in terms of
soaring performance it was a cut above both the
other designs. This may be attributed to the
longer higher aspect wings, more aerodynamically
clean fuselage and structural techniques that
reduced weight (in particular of the rear fuselage).
However, even if Edmund Schneider Ltd would
have facilitated construction by providing plans
and technical assistance, the ES49B may have
been a significantly more complex and expensive
project for any clubs wishing to build their own.
Moreover, the ES49B, as an advanced or high
performance two seater of the time, may not have
been considered well suited to training novice
pilots.

Wing chord at
centre

1.600 m

1.600 m

1.600 m

Wing chord
tapers to at
tip

0.900 m

0.600 m

0.900 m

Length

8.61 m

8.51 m

7.90 m

Cockpit width

0.65 m

0.65 m

0.90 m

Weight
empty

280 kg

245 kg

220 kg

Optimal
gliding ratio

24:1

27:1

20:1

Minimum
sink

0.76 m/s

0.70 m/s

0.65 m/s

Histories
VH-GDK
The first Australian ES49 was built by the Adelaide
Soaring Club at Gawler in South Australia from
1953 to 1955. It was operated by the Adelaide
Soaring Club until 1963 registered as VH-GDK. In
1963 it was transferred to private ownership and
relocated to Berri, South Australia. In 1967 the
glider was acquired and operated by the Millicent
Gliding Club. In 1982, it once again came under
private ownership but remained at Millicent. The
history from that point is unclear but some years
ago the glider was transferred from a hangar at
Millicent to Gawler and then to Bacchus Marsh in
Victoria where it is currently stored. The airframe
is substantially complete but major restoration
work would be needed to bring it back to an
airworthy condition.

Table 2 - Comparative Data: ES49, ES49B, ES52
Datum

ES49

ES49B

ES52

Wing span

16.00 m

18.00 m

11.70 m

Wing airfoil at
centre

Gottingen
549

Gottingen
549

Gottingen
549

Wing airfoil
tip section

Gottingen
676

M-12

M-12

VH-GDK in its current condition: photo –
Bernard Duckworth
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VH-GLL

after that time given it was at Warkworth in 1992.
The fuselage is currently under restoration at the
Museum’s Dave Darbyshire workshop. It is
intended to return the glider to flying condition in
due course.
VH-GFO

Mal Alexander and Keith Nolan reconstructing
the canopy on VH-GLL at the Australian Gliding
Museum, 2016: photo – Bernard Duckworth

VH-GLL is the ES49 at the Australian Gliding
Museum. It was built by the Adelaide Soaring Club
from 1955 to 1958 at Gawler, South Australia.
Originally it had a rather distinctive appearance
due to the use of a sleek Mustang canopy to
enclose the forward seating position of the
cockpit. The glider, together with its sister VHGDK, was used at the Gliding Federation of
Australia National Gliding School at Gawler in
October and November 1962. In 1964 the glider
was transferred to the Newcastle Gliding Club,
Newcastle, in New South Wales and then in 1966
it went to the Albury and District Gliding Club,
Albury, New South Wales. The Snowy Mountains
Gliding Club, Khancoban, New South Wales
acquired the glider in 1968 where it remained until
1974. In 1974 the glider transferred into private
hands at Wodonga, Victoria, for two years and
then to interests at Albury until 1985. At that stage
the glider was acquired by a private owner at
Bathurst, New South Wales, who undertook a
restoration that included, amongst other work,
the fitting of a more conventional cockpit canopy.
The glider was at Warkworth, New South Wales in
1992 and became to be owned by Eric Oates who
preserved it until he donated it to the Australian
Gliding Museum. According to the logbook, the
glider was last flown in November 1990 and at that
time had logged 2758 hours and 57 minutes from
15775 launches. However, it may have been flown

The Cooma Gliding Group built VH-GFO from 1958
to 1961. The glider moved to the German
Australian Flying Club, Concordia, Stanmore, New
South Wales in 1964. It later went into private
hands at Berri in South Australia where it
remained until 1973. The glider was operated by
The Scouts Association of Australia, Forestville,
South Australia, from 1973 to 1987. About 1987,
Kevin Sedgman, bought the glider from the Scouts,
repaired it and sold it on to a pilot with the Lake
Bonney Gliding Club at Barmera in South Australia.
The glider is now owned by a syndicate who have
restored the airframe to the point that it is ready
for painting. It is in storage at Bacchus Marsh,
Victoria. The ES49 syndicate kindly put the glider
on display at the Australian Gliding Museum open
day in November 2014.

Harry Schneider talks with visitors to the
Australian Gliding Museum at the open day in
November 2014. They are standing in front of
ES49 VH-GFO: photo – Bernard Duckworth

Conclusion
The ES49 Wallaby does not assume the same level
of significance for Australian gliding in the 1960s
and 1970s as the ES52 Kookaburra having regard
to the numbers of each type built. However, it did
8|Page
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play an important role as a training and general
purpose sailplane, particularly in South Australia,
which should not be overlooked. It is remarkable,
considering the fate of ES49s in Germany, that
Australian gliding enthusiasts kept them flying for
many years and all three gliders have survived.
Further, there is a prospect that they can be
restored and fly again.






Sources


Australian Gliding (Various issues)



Martin Simons, Sailplanes 1945-1965,
Eqip, 2002
Peter F. Selinger, (Translation by Karl L.
Nickel and Jan Scot), Rhon-Adler- 75 Years
Alexander Schleicher Segelflugzeugbau,
R.G. Fischer, Frankfurt/Main, 2005.
Richard Ferriere, Rhonsegler, Alexander
Schleicher’s Segelflugzeuge und
Motorsegler, 1951 – 1987, Motorbuch
Verlag Stuttgart, 1988.
Websites: Wikipedia; belgian-wings.be;
osc-wasserkuppe.de

Below: The Australian ES49s in their better days: photographs from the Australian Gliding Museum collection received via
various sources, including Allan Ash, Alan Patching and Noel Matthews. The locations appear to include Gawler and Lake
Bonney in South Australia.
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Recent acquisitions
The Museum now has a Briegleb BG12A that has
been donated by Peter Vagg. The glider, which we
think has never been flown, carried registration
VH-GDG. This acquisition is yet to be surveyed
and accordingly no decisions have been made
about its significance for the Museum’s collection
or what work is needed to bring it up to display
standard. We thank the Vagg family for their kind
donation.

Aviaquip (Russell Darbyshire) has kindly donated a
paint mixing machine for use in the Museum’s
paint shop. In addition, a donation of fabric
finishing materials has also been received from
Aviaquip.
We also thank Peter Rafael for glider shifting aids,
David Bell for a Slimpack parachute and Dave
Goldsmith for an inspection camera.

Museum People
scones and fruit bun slices for the workers.
Occasionally Edna plays the piano. However, her
most important role is supporting Keith who is
restoring the ES49 fuselage. Thanks Edna.

Memberships
Welcome to the following new members:


Edna: photo - Dave Goldsmith

Edna Nolan is a happy, lively presence at the
Museum. On many Tuesdays she looks after the
kitchen and generously prepares nice treats like



David Bell from Craigieburn, Vic.
Christopher Runeckles from Kalamunda,
W.A.
Philip Semmel from Brunswick West, Vic.

Sadly, since our last Newsletter, John HiltonWood has passed away.

Visitors
In April 2016 the Museum was visited by Harry
Koehler who is from Calgary in Canada. He had
previously worked in Western Australia and has
some experience in a Kookaburra.
Groups
continue to visit the Museum by appointment. On
17 April we hosted 32 visitors from the Ballarat
Gold Fields Car Club. On 15 May a further 25
guests from the Bungaree District Historical
Society were given a tour of the Museum.
Visitors from the Ballarat Gold Fields Car Club at the Australian
Gliding Museum; April 2016; photo - Dave Goldsmith
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Charles and Percy Pratt, Aviation Pioneers
On 11 May 2016, a number of Australian Gliding
Museum people attended a very interesting
Heritage Festival talk by aviation historian Kevin
O’Reilly at Osborne House in Geelong. Kevin’s
subject was “Charles Pratt: Aviator and
Photographer”. Charles was a brother of Percy
Pratt, gliding pioneer and a founder of the Geelong
Glider Club. Charles was a pilot and instructor
during the First World War. In 1919 at the end of
the war he acquired four new aeroplanes and
related spare parts in Egypt with the intention of
shipping them to his home country, New Zealand.
As it happened the ship was held up in Melbourne
on route. While delayed, he assembled one of his
planes and flew it off Victoria dock to have a look
around. He became impressed with the prospects
for establishing a flying school and offering joy
flights and decided to stay. He had to recover his
other aeroplanes and cargo from authorities in
Sydney as the ship had by then moved on. Charles
who was joined by Percy soon after set up the
Geelong Air Service on the Belmont Common at
Geelong.

Geelong Air Service, Pratt Bros, 1922: source
– Auckland War Memorial Museum.

Kevin O’Reilly in the course of his talk showed
many remarkable historic photographs taken by
Charles of Geelong and the region. The people
attending the talk from the Geelong Museum
Association were most impressed and participated

by providing commentary on the places shown in
the old photographs.

A Charles Pratt photo of the Geelong Foreshore in the
early 1920s: source- State Library of Victoria.

By the late 1920s, Charles Pratt’s and Percy Pratt’s
aviation interests diverged. Charles became
involved with a scheme to fly from Australia to
New Zealand and when this had to be abandoned
Charles with another brother Frank had time in
New Guinea flying charter. On returning to
Australia Charles concentrated on flying services
including aerial photography. In the meantime,
Percy established the Australian Manufacturing
and Supply Company and tendered for
government contracts for reconditioning DH60
Moths and making components. He also built a
high wing light aeroplane (the AMSCO Sports
Monoplane) and by 1929 was instrumental in
popularising the new sport of gliding, by building
primary gliders and marketing them to fledgling
gliding groups at places all around Victoria. The
first of these groups to fly was the Geelong Glider
Club (July 1929).
AMSCO built a Baker McMillan Cadet glider in
1930 – 1931 which was used by Howard Morris to
make a record flight of 2 hours 40 minutes at Lake
Wangoom near Warrnambool in October 1931.
Percy Pratt designed and built a small number of
his ‘Utility’ single seat and 2-seat gliders. Later, he
11 | P a g e
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built a Dunstable Kestrel (a British design) which
featured in news articles reporting on Percy’s
promotional activities. In 1939 Percy established
a new entity, the Geelong Gliding and Flying
School at the Belmont Common and hosted camps
for Australian Air League cadets. The talk by Kevin
O’Reilly while primarily concerned with Charles
Pratt touched on Percy’s exploits and
achievements which was of great interest for
attendees from the Australian Gliding Museum.
Kevin has uncovered a great picture of Percy Pratt

with his Kestrel glider, a copy of which he has
kindly provided to the Australian Gliding Museum.
About Kevin O’Reilly
Kevin has authored two books: In Just Five Years, a
history of the RAAF and Nhill during World War II
and Flyers of Time, a history of aviation in country
Victoria and the Riverina. He is a member of the
Aviation Historical Society of Australia, the Nhill
Aviation Heritage Centre, a number of Victorian
Historical Societies, the RAAF Association and the
RSL.

The Baker McMillan Cadet glider built by
Amsco, 1931; photo - Australian Gliding
Museum Collection, Geoff Richardson.

The Amsco sports monoplane, 1929; Percy
Pratt is seated on the wheel: source – Kevin
O’Reilly Collection.

Percy Pratt with his Kestrel glider at the Belmont
Common, Geelong with Alan Philpott at the rear
right: source – Kevin O’Reilly Collection
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From the Archives
Report from Bernard Duckworth

Registration data for gliders
Prompted by enquiries about several Australian
gliders that are no longer registered, a sustained
effort is being made by Marcia Cavanagh to bring
together information on old GFA registration cards
with more recent spreadsheet listings of glider civil
aviation registrations. It is hoped that this will
make it easier to identify gliders in the future
when researching histories. As many readers will
know, a registration for a glider that is

deregistered may be reallocated by the authorities
to another aircraft that is later put forward for
registration. Without the necessary historical
data, the use of registrations for identifying gliders
can be misleading.

Victorian Collections
Since the issue of the last newsletter, historical
summaries for the Museum’s SZD-30 Pirat and
Alexander Schleicher Ka8b gliders have been
uploaded to the Victorian Collections database.

Workshop Happenings
Reports from Graeme Barton and Bob Wyatt
As the ES59 Arrow and the Slingsby Skylark 4 are
at about the same stage of repair, a decision has
been made to concentrate the available workforce
onto the Arrow to create a stream into the spray
booth. Work on the Skylark therefore has ceased
until the Arrow has been prepared for painting.
The damaged wings of Ric New’s Kestrel have
been moved into the workshop. Many of the ribs
forward of the spar are missing. Graeme Bishop

has drawn outlines for replacements and the
making of these ribs is well advanced.
Keith Nolan and his helpers have been proceeding
with rebuilding the canopy of the ES49 Wallaby
and doing other fuselage repairs.
Trevor Odering has constructed a new set of
shelves for the storage shed to provide better
storage for the maintenance materials we have in
stock and he has also completed editing the
Museum’s safety management manual.

The ES59 Arrow has been
rigged for final adjustments
and repairs prior to painting:
photo – Bernard Duckworth.
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